Helping Dentists to Succeed in Their Careers
With Confidence and Improved Expertise

“Most professionals aspire to be ‘their best.’
But often you need help in order to achieve your
career goals and aspirations. Finding out who you are,
what you want and with a focussed programme of
coaching to help you achieve your goals, are essential
for both short and long-term success.”
From an early age, it was my ambition to become a dentist. As a child I was hard working and always
strived for perfection.
Although my life was relatively humble, I was surrounded by a loving family who respected my
ambition, always supporting and encouraging me. With determination and absolute focus, I succeeded
in achieving a place at Guy’s Hospital (London) to study dentistry. After qualifying as a dentist, I
researched the best dentists and mentors who would help to further my education both in the UK
and abroad. I worked hard and sought to improve my own skills via ongoing study, mentoring and
business guidance.
I currently own a successful private dental practice and treat many patients requiring advanced
cosmetic dentistry and implants, many of whom are referred to me by other dentists. I am also
regularly contacted by the media to appear on television and provide professional opinion to the press.
Due to my current depth of knowledge and experience, I am able to help dentists who want to fulfil
their dreams. My courses are designed to support dentists at various levels of their career, whether
they are a Vocational Trainee, Associate or Principal with a chain of practices. I offer training in
improving the power of communication, establishing a successful business infrastructure, improving
clinical skills, developing effective time-management, the ability to target private dentistry, and sharing
‘tried and tested’ marketing strategies to attract the new patients you want.

DR. ASHISH B. PARMAR

SOME OF THE COURSES AVAILABLE AT THE ACADEMY BY ASH INCLUDE:

• One-Day Course: Achieving Success in Private Dentistry
• Eight-Day Restorative, Aesthetic & Occlusion Hands On Course
• Bespoke Coaching for individuals, practices or corporate groups
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ONE-DAY COURSE:
ACHIEVING SUCCESS IN PRIVATE DENTISTRY
An inspirational, life and career-changing course that addresses many of the problems currently
experienced by dentists. Benefits include overcoming NHS hurdles such as restricted appointment
times and constraints with respect to the choices offered to patients.

LEARN HOW TO BECOME MORE CONFIDENT BY DEVELOPING THE
NECESSARY SKILLS TO BE A SUCCESSFUL PRIVATE DENTIST.

• Create your Vision and Goals for an exciting, private dentistry career.
• Learn how to ethically communicate with patients - understand 		
different personalities.
• Clinical ‘Tips and Gems’ gathered from decades of training and experience.
• Why a Treatment Co-Ordinator is pivotal within the patient/dentist relationship.
• Building the perfect and committed team.

Opening the door to a world
of exciting dentistry options and a more profitable career
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8-DAY RESTORATIVE,
AESTHETIC & OCCLUSION HANDS ON COURSE
THIS INTENSIVE COURSE WILL GIVE YOU THE CONFIDENCE TO DIAGNOSE,
PREPARE ACCURATE TREATMENT PLANS AND THEN OFFER SUCCESSFUL,
COMPREHENSIVE DENTISTRY.

•
•
•
•

The A-Z of doing a Smile Makeover (8-10 units of porcelain restorations).
The complex subject of occlusion simplified.
Confidently treat patients needing advanced restorative and cosmetic procedures.
Photography - understand camera equipment and how to take
excellent photographs.
• How to work within the remit of the NHS and strategically target
more private treatment.

• How to market your practice for maximum results.
• Fibres and composite - innovative treatment solutions.
• Laser dentistry - offer your patients the ultimate results.

•

Use the best dental materials, equipment
and technology. Experience the creation of
outstanding results for your patients.

•

Six dentists treat a patient Hands On,
with full treatment planning (8-10 units of
porcelain work).

•

All dentists will receive two training folders
with full colour presentations.

•

Up to five dentists can attend as an Observer,
experience the whole Course and watch six
Smile Makeover cases being treated live from
start to finish.

•

Dentists will also be given many of Ash’s
important clinical assessment and consent
documents.

BONUS: FREE ALL EXPENSES PAID

2-day Composite Hands On Course at the
GC teaching facilities in Leuven, Belgium.
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CASE TREATED BY A DENTIST

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

“Ash is an incredible person and a very good, skilled
dentist. His way of teaching is unique and simple at the
same time. I have learnt so much to help me become a
better dentist. I feel more confident, and this is priceless.
I have done so many courses, but this one has been really
the most amazing course I have been on. I can’t thank
Ash and his fantastic staff enough.”
DANIELE MONTAGLIANI
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TESTIMONIALS
NASH PATEL – PRINCIPAL
(Owner of Pennypot Dental Chain of Practices)

“Occlusion is a complicated, fascinating subject and
I believe that Ash’s methods are very simple and very easy to
understand. Ash delivers his speeches in an uncomplicated
manner… His courses are amazing and I would
recommend them to everyone.”

MELANIE EDWARDS - DENTIST

“…Ash gave me the opportunity to have a unique experience
not only from a clinical point of view, but regarding the whole
ethos of dentistry and the work/life balance… It has been,
without a doubt, the best learning experience of my entire life.
Life changing and totally inspirational!”

ROB STORRAR - DENTAL TECHNICIAN
(CEO and owner of Amdecc Dental Laboratory)

“I have known Ash as a friend and colleague for the past
15 years. He is a superb, caring clinician who delivers excellent
dentistry. Not only does he have the patients’ total interest at
heart, Ash has this overwhelming urge to share his skill and
talents with his fellow professionals. He is recognised as both
a teacher and mentor to many dentists. His understanding
of the patients’ requirements is brilliant.”

CHRIS BARROW – DENTAL COACH

“Ash combines clinical excellence with a deep rooted
commitment to his family… He is at the top of his game as a
dentist and is one of the most grounded humans I have met.”
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THE UNIQUE BENEFITS OF
ASH PARMAR’S COURSES

• Ash has made a financial investment of over £250k for his own dental
training and professional mentoring.
• He shares the most valuable nuggets from all the courses he has attended
in his inspirational, succinct and dynamic courses.
• His training saves dentists valuable time and financial resources for a fasttrack career progress.
• Feel confident to treat medium/complex cases.
• Master ethical, non-pressurised selling techniques for high case acceptance.
• Become successful as a private dentist.
• Enjoy an enhanced work/life balance from a more profitable practice.

“Enjoy YOUR journey to ultimate success.”
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“You can achieve the career, practice
and lifestyle of your dreams.
You just need to be shown how…”

DR. ASHISH B. PARMAR

T: +44 (0)20 8500 0544
M: +44 (0)79 7129 1180
E: training@theacademybyash.co.uk

www.theacademybyash.co.uk
6 CHIGWELL RISE, CHIGWELL, ESSEX IG7 6AB
SMILEDESIGNBYASH

ASHISHBPARMAR

Changing Dentists’ and Patients’ LIVES

ASH WELCOMES REFERRALS
FROM DENTISTS FOR
ADVANCED DENTAL CARE

www.smiledesignbyash.co.uk

